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Abstract This study reviews the application of whole-genome association analysis in revealing genetic factors affecting livestock
production traits. With the continuous development of biotechnology and genomics, whole-genome association analysis has
gradually received attention as a powerful genetic research tool. This method detects associations between a large number of genetic
markers and traits of interest, revealing the genetic basis of livestock production traits and providing a scientific basis for breeding
and genetic improvement. This study first introduces the definition and classification of livestock production traits, as well as their
genetic background and influencing factors. Next, an overview of the principles and methods of whole-genome association analysis
is provided, along with a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of traditional genetic research methods and whole-genome
association analysis. Subsequently, through typical case analysis, the application and technological progress of whole-genome
association analysis in the study of livestock production traits are elaborated in detail. Further discussion includes key genes and
genetic markers identified through this method, as well as their practical applications in livestock genetic improvement. Finally, the
importance of whole-genome association analysis in deciphering the genetic basis of livestock production traits is summarized, and
the potential application value of it in the sustainable development of animal husbandry is discussed.
KeywordsWhole-genome association analysis; Livestock production traits; Genetic factors; Breeding; Genetic improvement

Production traits in livestock have significant implications for the economic efficiency and sustainable
development of the agriculture industry (Ridha, 2023). Traits such as the fertility of female animals, meat quality
and growth rate of beef cattle, and the milk yield and quality of dairy cows are focal points in livestock production.
However, the expression of these traits is influenced by various factors, including environmental and genetic
factors (Berghof et al., 2019). The study of genetic factors is particularly crucial because genetics is one of the
primary sources of trait variation. Understanding genetic factors can help researchers better comprehend the
mechanisms behind trait formation and provide more accurate guidance for breeding selection.

Optimizing and improving livestock production traits has always been a significant issue in the agriculture
industry. Over the past few decades, with the rapid development of biotechnology and genomics, genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) have gradually attracted widespread attention as a powerful tool for genetic research
(Xu et al., 2020). GWAS, by detecting associations between a large number of genetic markers and traits of
interest, can help reveal the genetic basis of livestock production traits and provide a scientific basis for breeding
and genetic improvement.

The research objective of this study is to explore the application of GWAS in revealing the genetic factors
affecting livestock production traits. By reviewing the latest progress and application cases of GWAS in the study
of livestock production traits, this study aims to deepen the understanding of the role of GWAS in analyzing the
genetic basis of livestock production traits and discuss its potential application value in breeding and genetic
improvement. This study hopes to provide theoretical support and scientific guidance for the sustainable
development of the agriculture industry and offer references for further development in related research fields.
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1 Genetic Background of Livestock Production Traits
The study of livestock production traits is a critical aspect of the agriculture industry, directly related to the
development and improvement of animal production. Understanding the genetic background of livestock
production traits is crucial for achieving genetic improvement and enhancing production performance.

1.1 Definition and classification of livestock production traits
Livestock production traits refer to characteristics that affect the growth, development, reproduction, and product
quality of farm animals. These traits can be categorized into growth traits, reproductive traits, and product traits,
among others.

Growth Traits include body weight, height, and length, which are important indicators for evaluating the growth
rate and body size of livestock. Reproductive Traits, such as egg production rate, fertility, and mating rate, directly
influence livestock's breeding efficiency. Product Traits, such as meat quality, milk yield, and egg quality, are key
factors in assessing the quality of livestock products.

1.2 Genetic background and influencing factors
The expression of livestock production traits is influenced by various factors, among which genetic factors play a
significant role (Li et al., 2019). The genetic background determines the variation in trait expression among
individual animals, and its impact can even surpass environmental factors.

The genetic background of livestock production traits mainly includes genotype and gene frequency. The
genotype determines an individual's genetic characteristics, while gene frequency reflects the distribution of
different alleles within a population. Additionally, there is an interaction between genotype and environment,
where environmental factors can modulate the expression level of genotypes in trait manifestation.

1.3 Overview of GWAS
GWAS (Genome-wide association studies) is a method to identify genetic variations that affect traits by
comparing the association between genotypes and phenotypes within a population (Figure 1). Its principle is based
on the correlation between genetic polymorphisms and traits differences among individuals. By using statistical
methods, GWAS aims to determine genetic markers or genes associated with target traits.

Figure 1 Overview of steps for conducting GWAS (Uffelmann et al., 2021)
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The methods used in GWAS involve various statistical techniques, such as linear regression, analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and chi-square tests. By analyzing large-scale genotype and phenotype data, GWAS can identify
genetic markers associated with target traits, providing critical evidence for the genetic improvement of livestock
production traits.

The advancement of GWAS has opened new avenues for unraveling the genetic basis of complex traits, especially
offering advantages in areas such as polygenic effects and low-frequency genetic variations. With the continuous
progress of technology and the accumulation of data, the application prospects of GWAS in the field of animal
genetics and breeding are set to become even more extensive.

2 Progress in the Genetic Research of Livestock Production Traits
Genetic research on livestock production traits has always been an important research direction in the field of
animal husbandry. In the past, researchers primarily relied on traditional genetic methods to explore the genetic
basis of livestock production traits. With the rapid development of genomics and biotechnology, new generations
of genetic research methods have emerged, with GWAS being the most representative. This section will introduce
the traditional methods of genetic research on livestock production traits as well as the progress and advantages of
new technologies.

2.1 Traditional genetic research methods
Traditional genetic research methods were the main means used to study livestock production traits in the early
days, including genetic linkage analysis and candidate gene approaches.

Genetic linkage analysis is a method to identify genes affecting trait phenotypes by studying the linkage
relationships between genetic markers and traits of interest (Teare and Barrett, 2005). Researchers use the genetic
information of livestock pedigrees to determine the approximate location of trait genes by constructing pedigrees
and genetic maps. However, due to long breeding cycles and high generation numbers in livestock, genetic
linkage analysis requires a large amount of pedigree data and time, and its precision is limited.

The candidate gene approach is a method of screening and studying genes based on known functions or locations
related to traits (Zhu and Zhao, 2007). Researchers select potential candidate genes related to the target trait based
on existing biological knowledge and previous research results. This method has higher efficiency and precision
but is limited by prior knowledge and assumptions, possibly overlooking important genes.

2.2 Technological advances and advantages
With continuous advances in biotechnology, GWAS have become a new tool for studying the genetics of livestock
production traits. The advent of this technology has significantly advanced livestock genetic research, bringing
many advantages.

GWAS is a method that identifies genes affecting traits by detecting associations between single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) or other genetic markers and traits across the entire genome. Compared to traditional
methods, GWAS does not require prior knowledge of the gene's function or location and can comprehensively and
efficiently screen genes related to traits. Moreover, with the continuous development of high-throughput
sequencing technologies and bioinformatics methods, the resolution and efficiency of GWAS have been steadily
increasing.

GWAS offers several advantages. It is not limited by prior knowledge, allowing for a comprehensive and unbiased
screening of genes. It can also be conducted in a wider population and sample size, improving the universality and
reliability of research results. Additionally, this method can identify the polygenic effects of complex traits,
helping to better understand the genetic mechanisms of livestock traits.

Both traditional genetic research methods and GWAS have their advantages and disadvantages, but the latter has
clear benefits in terms of efficiency and precision, making it the mainstream method for current research on the
genetics of livestock production traits. With ongoing technological progress and methodological improvements,
GWAS is expected to play an increasingly important role in the future of livestock genetic improvement.
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3 Key Genes and Genetic Markers in Livestock Production Traits
The genetic background of livestock production traits is one of the crucial factors affecting their production
characteristics. In recent years, with the development of GWAS technology, a series of key genes and genetic
markers have been revealed, playing a significant role in deciphering the genetic basis of livestock production
traits.

3.1 Key genes identified through GWAS
GWAS is a systematic approach that identifies genes associated with target traits by analyzing large-scale
genotype and phenotype data. This technology enables researchers to identify key genes related to livestock
production traits at the whole-genome level.

In revealing key genes for livestock production traits, it's essential first to understand the function and mechanism
of these genes. For example, in dairy cows, genes encoding crucial proteins like milk fat synthase and milk
proteins have been identified, which significantly impact the production and quality of dairy products (Zhao et al.,
2024). Moreover, key genes regulating growth, reproduction, and other production traits have been discovered,
participating in complex biochemical processes within the organism and affecting livestock production
performance.

The key genes identified through GWAS are closely associated with livestock production traits. Through the
analysis of large-scale genotype and phenotype data, researchers can establish the relationship between specific
genotypes and traits. This provides important evidence for selecting breeding targets. For instance, in pig growth
traits, key genes related to growth rate and body weight gain have been found, where gene variations directly
affect pigs' growth performance, thus offering crucial clues for breeding selection.

3.2 Application and interpretation of genetic markers
Genetic markers are specific loci on the genome used to mark genes related to target traits. Among them, SNP
(Single nucleotide polymorphism) and QTL (Quantitative trait loci) are two common types of genetic markers that
play an essential role in revealing the genetic basis of livestock production traits.

SNPs are common types of genetic variations in the genome. In GWAS, SNPs are widely used to identify genetic
markers related to livestock production traits. By analyzing the SNP of livestock populations, researchers can
pinpoint SNPs closely associated with target traits and further explore these loci's functions and mechanisms. This
provides important molecular markers for genetic improvement, helping to accelerate the breeding process.

QTLs are genes or genomic regions that affect quantitative traits. In the research of livestock production traits,
QTLs are extensively used to locate genetic areas related to target traits. Through QTL mapping, researchers can
determine genomic regions affecting specific production traits, thereby identifying key genes and functional
elements (Figure 2). This offers vital clues for understanding the genetic mechanisms behind livestock production
traits, providing more precise targets for genetic improvement.

The key genes and genetic markers identified through GWAS provide critical evidence for understanding the
genetic basis of livestock production traits. These research findings offer significant theoretical support and
practical guidance for livestock genetic improvement, contributing to enhanced livestock production performance
and economic benefits.

4 Application of GWAS in Improving Livestock Production Traits
In improving livestock production traits, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are being extensively applied
as a powerful genetic tool. By analyzing large-scale genomic data, GWAS can reveal key genes and genetic
markers that influence livestock production traits, providing new approaches and strategies for genetic
improvement in livestock.
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Figure 2 Extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) decay surrounding the lead SNPs at QTL affecting body conformation and milk
production (Fang and Pausch, 2019)
Note: a: the lead SNPs of the QTL associated with body conformation; b: the lead SNPs of the QTL associated with milk production,
where the ancestral alleles could be determined. The dashed line marks the location of the lead SNPs relative to which EHH scores
were calculated. Blue and red lines indicate EHH decay of the ancestral and derived alleles, respectively

4.1 Livestock genetic improvement strategies
Genetic improvement has always been a key component in the development of the livestock industry.
Traditionally, genetic improvement in livestock relied on breeding selection and artificial insemination. However,
these methods have certain limitations in efficiency and precision (Hagan et al., 2020). With the rapid
advancement of genomics and biotechnology, GWAS has become one of the essential tools for livestock genetic
improvement.

GWAS allows for the screening of candidate genes closely associated with target traits. These genes can serve as
breeding targets, helping to accelerate the breeding process. GWAS identifies key genes and genetic markers that
affect target traits, thereby optimizing the genetic background of livestock. By breeding individuals with favorable
genetic foundations, the genetic quality of the entire population can be gradually improved. Guided by GWAS,
more precise selection targets can be established, leading to more efficient selective breeding. Using individuals
with favorable genotypes as breeding subjects can effectively enhance the genetic level of the next generation,
speeding up the selection of superior breeds.

4.2 Optimization of genetic background and selection targets
In livestock genetic improvement, determining and optimizing selection targets is crucial. GWAS provides
researchers with more accurate genetic background information and the identification of trait-related genes,
thereby helping researchers better select and optimize breeding targets. Analyzing large-scale genomic data
enables the identification of genes and genetic markers closely related to production traits, providing a scientific
basis for selecting breeding targets. This allows for more effective targeted breeding, accelerating the
improvement process of livestock production traits.

GWAS facilitates comprehensive screening and assessment of the entire genome, discovering genetic markers and
genes closely associated with target traits. During the breeding process, individuals with favorable genotypes can
be selectively bred based on this information, thereby optimizing the population's genetic background. GWAS
helps determine the specific scope and priority of selection targets. Establishing corresponding selection targets
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based on the genetic contribution and importance of different traits helps achieve more precise and effective
selective breeding. GWAS allows for a comprehensive assessment and analysis of the genetic background of
livestock populations. Keeping up with the population's genetic characteristics and issues helps adjust breeding
strategies and better guide genetic improvement efforts.

4.3 Practical cases of genetic marker-assisted selection
In practice, many livestock genetic improvement projects have started to adopt GWAS-assisted selection strategies
and achieved certain successes. For example, in dairy cow production trait improvement, GWAS analysis has
successfully identified a series of genes and genetic markers related to milk yield and protein content. Based on
this information, breeders can more precisely select individuals with excellent production traits as parental groups,
thereby enhancing the genetic level of offspring. Similarly, genetic improvement projects for pigs, chickens, and
other poultry are actively adopting GWAS-assisted selection strategies and achieving certain results.

In beef cattle breeding, GWAS technology has identified genetic markers and genes related to meat quality and
growth rate (Raza et al., 2020). Through genetic marker-assisted selection, beef cattle breeds with better meat
quality and faster growth were successfully bred, greatly improving the efficiency and quality of beef cattle
breeding. In dairy cattle breeding, GWAS is widely used to discover genetic markers and genes related to key
traits such as milk yield and fat percentage (Figure 3). Based on this information and through genetic
marker-assisted selection, dairy cattle strains with higher milk yield and better fat percentages were successfully
bred, providing high-quality raw materials for dairy production. In poultry breeding, GWAS has also achieved
significant results. Using this technology, poultry strains with faster growth rates and stronger disease resistance
were successfully bred, injecting new vitality into the poultry farming industry (Tang et al., 2024).

Figure 3 Associations between 124,743 SNPs and milk traits (Liu et al., 2020)
Note: FY: fat yield; PY: protein yield; FP: fat percentage; PP: protein percentage
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The application of GWAS in improving livestock production traits holds significant importance. Through GWAS,
researchers can more accurately identify the key genes and genetic markers affecting production traits, providing a
scientific basis for the selection and optimization of breeding targets. This accelerates the process of livestock
genetic improvement, enhancing the productivity and economic benefits of the livestock industry.

5 Frontiers and Challenges in Livestock Production Trait Research
5.1 The rise of emerging technologies
With technological advancements, emerging technologies continue to rise in the study of livestock production
traits. Among these, gene editing technology is a field that has garnered significant attention (Wang and Doudna,
2023). Through techniques such as CRISPR/Cas9, researchers can precisely edit the animal genome, directly
regulating target genes to achieve rapid genetic improvement. The advent of this technology has provided a new
approach and methodology for livestock production trait research, allowing scientists to more accurately explore
the genetic factors affecting livestock traits.

Despite the vast potential of gene editing technology, its application still faces many challenges. The use of gene
editing in livestock is still in its early stages, and further in-depth research is required. Gene editing may induce
unpredictable side effects, such as unintended mutations, which could adversely affect livestock health and
production traits. Scientists need to proceed cautiously with gene editing research, respecting animal welfare and
genetic stability, while continuously refining the technology and safety assessment methods.

5.2 The role of GWAS in livestock genetic research
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) as a powerful genetic analysis tool, have been widely applied in
livestock genetic research. GWAS enables researchers to search the entire genome for genes and genetic markers
associated with specific traits, thus revealing the genetic factors influencing livestock production traits.

The advantage of GWAS lies in its high-throughput and comprehensive nature, allowing for the simultaneous
analysis of a large number of genes and sample data, effectively identifying key genes and genetic markers related
to traits. Compared to traditional candidate gene methods, GWAS is not limited by prior hypotheses, capable of
discovering new candidate genes and providing a broader selection space for livestock genetic improvement.

However, GWAS also has some limitations. GWAS typically requires a large sample size to obtain reliable results
and necessitates strict data correction and validation to eliminate the impact of false-positive results. GWAS may
be affected by genetic heterogeneity and environmental factors when detecting complex traits, leading to
uncertainty in the results. Researchers need to consider various factors to improve the accuracy and reliability of
GWAS analysis.

The rise of emerging technologies and the application of GWAS present new opportunities and challenges for
research on livestock production traits. By fully utilizing these technologies and methods, scientists can better
understand the genetic basis of livestock traits, providing more effective strategies and approaches for livestock
genetic improvement and precision breeding.

6 Summary and Outlook
This study delves into the application of GWAS in revealing the genetic factors influencing livestock production
traits. It provides an overview of the genetic background of livestock production traits, including definitions,
classifications, genetic backgrounds, and their influencing factors. It details the principles and methods of GWAS,
highlighting its advantages and application prospects in the study of livestock production traits. The study reviews
traditional genetic research methods, such as genetic linkage analysis and candidate gene approaches, and focuses
on discussing typical cases and technological advancements of GWAS in livestock production trait research.
Furthermore, it presents key genes and genetic markers identified through GWAS and their practical applications
in livestock genetic improvement. The main content of the paper is summarized, reviewing the study's focal points
and findings, and suggestions for future research and practice are proposed.
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Despite the significant role of GWAS in revealing the genetic factors of livestock production traits, there remain
challenges and room for improvement (Li and Ritchie, 2021). Sample size and quality are crucial in conducting
GWAS. Future research should aim to increase sample sizes and adopt effective methods to control data quality,
enhancing the reliability and accuracy of research findings. In identifying key genes and genetic markers, further
exploration into their functions and regulatory mechanisms is needed. This will help better understand the
molecular mechanisms behind the formation of livestock production traits and provide more theoretical support
for future genetic improvement strategies. GWAS involves knowledge from multiple disciplines, such as
bioinformatics and genetics. Future research needs to strengthen interdisciplinary collaboration and
communication to address technical and methodological challenges. Active promotion of data sharing and
openness is also essential to provide researchers with more resources and support.

Livestock production traits are influenced by multiple genes, so a single genetic improvement strategy may not
meet the needs of different livestock types and production environments. Future research should develop diverse
genetic improvement strategies, optimizing livestock's genetic background based on GWAS results for better
production trait improvement outcomes (Yu et al., 2024). GWAS is an evolving field, and future studies should
enhance technological innovation and method optimization, continuously improving analysis efficiency and
accuracy. Especially in data processing, statistical analysis, and functional prediction, related techniques and
methods need ongoing refinement.

Future research should continue to explore the potential of GWAS in livestock production trait improvement,
strengthen interdisciplinary cooperation and data sharing, develop diverse genetic improvement strategies, and
keep pushing for technological innovation and method optimization. This will contribute more significantly to the
continuous improvement of livestock production traits and the enhancement of agricultural productivity.
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